
STAG DO IDEAS IN PRAGUE

Are you about to tie the knot? Before you do, have a memorable
stag do in Prague, one of the most mysterious cities in Europe.

Prague has a lot to offer for stags and their friends. Plan a stag party with adrenaline-packed
activities and spend your last days of freedom enjoying the best of the city of a hundred spires.

Now sit back, have a beer, and go through six awesome activities for a stag do in Prague.

Have a Blast at a Gun Range

Handle and shoot legendary weapons at Prague Ranger, the coolest gun range in Prague. From
Dragunov to AR-15 to AK-47 shooting, you can feel like an American sniper, Soviet soldier or even a
cowboy.

Enjoy group activities or practise your gun skills, whether you’re an expert or a beginner, with the
help of professional instructors from the Czech army and police.

Drink and Bathe in Beer at a Beer Spa

Have you ever heard of bathing in beer? That’s right, Prague allows you to soak in and drink beer at
the same time.

Visit a beer spa and relax for a few hours in a tub filled with water and beer ingredients. And if
you’re thirsty, you should find a beer tap by the rub. It’s all yours!

Jump on a Quad Bike

Get your clothes muddy and your adrenaline running on an awesome quad bike experience in
Prague’s countryside.

Drive at high speed in courses with ridges, gullies, and puddles in bumpy terrain just 20 minutes
away from the centre. If getting dirty isn’t in your plans, rent a quad bike in the city and enjoy the
beautiful architecture of Prague.

Fight Your Friends with Bow and Arrows

A stag do requires adventure - and what is more adventurous than throwing arrows at your friends
in combat?

It’s completely safe, as the arrowheads are soft and can’t cause injury. So put on comfortable
sportswear and use your aim to defeat your enemies in this adrenaline-packed, fun game.

Drive a Kart

Feel like a professional racing driver on a kart in Prague.

https://www.pragueranger.cz/guns/ak-47/


It doesn’t matter if you’re a kart expert or if it’s your first time behind the wheel - there are
professional instructors, former kart racers and enthusiasts, ready to help you and make sure you
enjoy the experience as much as you can.

And speaking of enjoying the most out of it, why not rent the whole track and challenge your friends
to a race? Last one in pays for a round of beer for everyone!

Party on a Beer Bus

Enjoy a traditional stag party experience with Prague’s beer bus tour. Get your group on a private
bus and go around Prague while having as much beer as you want. And if you need a pause from the
beer and partying, you can relax and enjoy Prague’s fantastic landscape.

The bus comes with a music system (some offer a DJ) and a barmaid.

Wrapping Up

A stag party marks the end of an era for the stag. For this reason, we insist you have the best of your
life, along with your friends, in this amazing European city.

You are going to like it so much that we might see you again on your honeymoon!
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